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Abstract 

This article examines Juana Manso’s Mistérios del Plata, published in Rio de Janeiro in 1852, in the 

context of what the authors argue was a global mystery novel tradition. Where previous scholars have 

argued that mid-nineteenth century mysteries novels are a mere subset of the crime literature genre, the 

authors take a different approach: they point out that these novels were a transnational corpus of texts 

which incorporated many genres. Outside of Europe, in the Empire of Brazil, Manso adapted the form 

of the mysteries tradition but extended its parameters. Manso’s novel was different to the European 

mysteries novel because, unlike her male counterparts Eugene Sue and George W.M. Reynolds, she 

told a tale of political refugees who fled from Juan Rosas’s Argentina into Uruguay and then Brazil. 

The authors contend that a consideration of Latin American mysteries novel, with a case study on 

Manso’s text, is one means through which scholars of Victorian popular fiction can begin conversations 

with researchers from outside the Anglosphere and become truly “global.” 
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A major trend in historiography and literary criticism is the “global” or “transnational.”                 

There are now monographs and articles examining, for example, “global romanticism,” “global 

medievalism,” and “Victorian world literature” (see Gottlier 2014; Mukerjee 2011; Heng 

2021). Much of this literature focuses on examining how authors from western Europe 

interacted with ideas and people from further afield. Discussions of Victorian popular literature, 

however, have largely been absent from these discussions. To partly rectify this,                                       

the present article examines Juana Paula Manso de Norolha’s Misterios del Plata (1852) 

(“Mysteries of River Plate”), a Brazilian-Portuguese mysteries novel published in                                

Rio de Janeiro, in the context of what we call a worldwide mysteries tradition. 

The title of Manso’s Misterios del Plata was clearly inspired by Eugene Sue’s       

Mystères de Paris (1842–3) and George W. M. Reynolds’s Mysteries of London (1844–8). 

However, the argument offered here is not a simplistic account of Sue and Reynolds’s 

“influence” upon Manso. “Influence,” a term used by several scholars when discussing 

reception and adaptation, is insufficient for describing nineteenth-century mysteries novels.                

A more appropriate term to describe the relationship between the many mysteries novels, 

published in different countries, might be to say that they constitute a “tradition”                          

(Hassan 1955: 66). This mysteries tradition was a transnational corpus of literary texts whose 

authors responded to each other’s works, adapted and expanded the key themes and shared 

radical or anti-establishment sentiments. As this article illustrates after a literature review of 

mysteries novels and Misterios del Plata’s place within that tradition, Manso’s novel expanded 

the parameters of the mysteries tradition and, unlike its counterparts in Europe and the                   

United States, cannot be reduced to being a subset of the crime literature genre as two recent 

critics have claimed (Knight 2012; Frick 2004). 
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Mysteries of the People, Mysteries of the World 

It is appropriate to first define what a mysteries novel is, and the best definition of it comes 

from Stephen Knight. A nineteenth-century mysteries novel  

deploys a multiple narrative in the context of social and urban change, taking note of new 

challenges in class and gender and enduring threats from the past. It creates a new story to 

analyse a new world, retaining a strong link to journalism.  

 (Knight 2012: 184) 

In line with Knight’s definition, we might also add that such mystery novels should be, to some 

extent, an ‘unveiling’ of the hidden aspects of life in a metropolis and explicitly signal this aim 

by containing the word ‘mystery’ in their title. That the mysteries tales were internationally 

popular is beyond doubt. It all started with Eugene Sue’s Les Mystères de Paris. Sue had been 

contemplating writing the novel at least as early as April 1839, as a letter to his publisher 

Charles Gosselin reveals. Sue envisaged his yet to be written novel, provisionally titled                    

Paris en 1839, as a “tableaux of manners” which would shine a light on all aspects of French 

society, including the good, the bad, and the ugly, without alienating the property-owning 

classes (Sue [1839] 2010-18: I.28). Eventually Sue’s novel was serialised in 90 parts in                

Journal des Debats between 19 June 1842 and 15 October 1843 and the story caused a 

sensation in Paris. The Journal des Debats’s circulation soared. French libraries and reading 

rooms rationed readers’ time with the latest instalment while some cafés charged                                

their customers ten sous for a copy. If Sue was a day late in submitting his copy to the                             

Journal des Debats, it was said that “beautiful society ladies and chambermaids [were] all in a 

state of turmoil” (Chevasco 2008: 135). Even Karl Marx, who did not generally engage in 

literary criticism, made an exception with Sue’s novel and offered a critique of it in                            

The Holy Family (1844–5) (Marx 1956). 

Owing to its numerous translations across the world in different languages,                                 

the publication of Sue’s novel was an event of worldwide literary significance (Salax 2021) 

Translations of Sue’s Mystères de Paris, and of many of his other works in fact, also appeared 

in the United Kingdom. The “official” edition was published in 1843 in three volumes as         

The Mysteries of Paris by Chapman and Hall (the translator was uncredited). There were other 

unofficial translations produced during the 1840s such as Henry Downes Miles’s translation 

published by William Clark, as well as the Roscoe’s Library edition. According to                           

Berry Chevasco, these English translations of Les Mystères de Paris had a significant 

“influence” upon the British “social problem” novel of the 1840s (Chevasco 2008: 192). 

However, George W.M. Reynolds took what might be called the adaptation approach by taking 

the idea of the urban mysteries – the detailing of the crimes of those in high and low life –                 

but expanding the narrative’s length to create a more intricate and detailed plot, as well as 

making explicit points in support of republicanism and Chartism (Basdeo 2018; Carver 2008; 

Knight 2011; Knight 2019). Reynolds’s Mysteries of London was published by George Vickers 

in weekly instalments between 1844 and 1848 and, having quarrelled with Vickers in 1847, 

Reynolds teamed up with the publisher John Dicks. For the Dicks firm Reynolds began writing 

the mammoth eight-volume Mysteries of the Court of London (1849–56), which covers the 

changing fortunes of several aristocratic and middle-class families from the Regency to the 

mid-Victorian period. The poet and historical novelist Thomas Miller then continued                        

The Mysteries of London for Vickers, and Miller’s Mysteries were then continued by Edward 

Laman Blanchard. Reynolds also extended the mysteries tradition into the realm of the 

historical novel when he published Days of Hogarth; or, The Mysteries of Old London (1847).  
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Reynolds’s controversial life and writings are now well documented and need not be 

repeated here. The mysteries tradition, however, was expanded further on the continent when, 

much like Reynolds did with Mysteries of London and Mysteries of the Court of London, 

Belgian, French, Italian, German, and Spanish authors adapted Sue’s model and produced new 

literary works. In France, Paul Féval published several mysteries novels while Emile Zola 

published Les Mystères des Marseilles in Le Messager de Provence in 1867. The year 1844 

saw the release of Les Mystères de Bruxelles (Aron 2021). In Germany, there was Paul Thiel’s 

Die Geheimnisse von Berlin (1844). In Italy, there was Francesco Mastriani’s                                                

I misteri di Napoli (1847) and the anonymous I misteri di Torino scritti da una penna                             

in quattro mani (1849). All of these European mysteries novels were modelled on Sue’s 

Mystères de Paris. 

José Nicasio produced Los misterios de Barcelona (1844), which, in the tradition of 

Sue, highlighted crime in the courts and alleys of the famous Spanish city. Spanish authors did 

not, however, focus only on major cities but also on the ‘mysteries’ of smaller cities and rural 

areas. Thus in the 1840s anonymously written novels such as Los misterios de Córdoba,               

Los misterios de Puerta de Tierra, and Gabino Leonor’s historical novel Los misterios de                   

El Escorial appeared (Lage 2021). The Portuguese reading public, however, seemed content 

with Portuguese translations of Sue until one of the nation’s own authors, Camilo Branco, 

published Os Misterios de Lisboa in 1854. This is another text that has not yet been translated 

into English but which might essentially be called ‘Mysteries of the Court of Lisbon’ due to its 

focus on the adulteries and crimes of the aristocracy which are narrated by the mysterious priest 

Father Dinis. 

In the United States, the racist nativist author Edward Zane Judson published                           

The Mysteries and Miseries of New York (1848) while Chandler Eastman Potter had earlier 

published The Mysteries of Manchester (1844), set in New Hampshire, in the same year as the 

anonymous The Mysteries of Boston (1844) appeared. It was during the 1850s that mysteries 

publishing gathered pace in the United States with the publication of Henry Boernstein’s 

Mysteries of St. Louis (1851), Emil Klauprecht’s Cincinnati; or, Mysteries of the West                 

(1854–5), Ludwig von Reizenstein’s Mysteries of New Orleans (1854), and the anonymous 

Mysteries of Philadelphia (1853). However, there were several works which, while written in 

stylistically similar ways to Eugene Sue’s Mystères de Paris, did not include the word 

‘mysteries’ in the title. Into this group fall, for example, George Thompson’s pornographic 

novel Venus in Boston (1849) as well as George Lippard’s two novels The Quaker City; or, 

The Monks of Monk Hall (1844) and The Empire City: Or, New York by Night and Day (1853). 

The exclusion of mysteries from the titles suggests that Lippard, sensing that the market in the 

United States was becoming saturated with mysteries novels, was attempting to distance                    

his own work from it. His strategy was certainly successful: Lippard’s Quaker City was 

allegedly the biggest-selling novel written by an American author before Harriet Beecher 

Stowe’s Uncle Tom’s Cabin (Henkin 2021: 30). Finally, at least one critic stretches the 

mysteries tradition further to include Beecher Stowe’s novel and argues that “had [Beecher 

Stowe] been a few degrees less genteel and earnest, she might have called it ‘The Mysteries of 

the Deep South’” (Dekker 1987: 323). 

Early in the twentieth century the Italian American community was also provided with 

its own mysteries with the serialised publication of two novels from Bernadino Ciambelli:                   

I Misteri di Bleecker Street (1899) and I Misteri di Harlem (1906–08) (Deschamps 2011).                     

In these Ciambelli novels the usual mysteries tropes are present: thefts, abortions, obscure 

births, gambling dens, and prison escapes (Marazzi 2004: 28). However, in Ciambelli’s novels, 

the detective is usually the hero and these stories contain the first positive portrayal of law 
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enforcement agents in Italian-American crime fiction (Cacioppo 2016: 55-75). Yet Ciambelli 

did not stop with these two novels. Although a full bibliography of Ciambelli’s works has yet 

to be published, researchers have identified other misteri novels such as the incomplete                        

La Citta Nera ovvero I Misteri di Chicago, the initial parts of which were serialised in L’Italia. 

Then in single volumes Ciambelli published I Drammi dell’Emigrazione, seguito ai Misteri 

and then the trilogy of related stories: I Misteri della Polizia, Le Tane di New York, and                            

I Delitti dei Bosses.  

Ciambelli’s stories were published early in the twentieth century when Sue was 

arguably forgotten by American readers. For example, Daniel de Leon complained in 1904 that 

for some years Sue’s works remained unknown among American readers and that many of his 

works could not even be found in public libraries (Sue 1904: i). It was in fact the unavailability 

of Sue’s novels that inspired de Leon to translate Les Mystères du Peuple for the socialist                

New York Labor News Company in the early twentieth century. Indeed, it remains to be 

answered whether Sue, who died in 1857, would have been familiar to Italian immigrants 

arriving in America in the late nineteenth century.  

The late nineteenth and early twentieth century misteri novels of Ciambelli are 

examples of detective fiction and certainly might fall under the umbrella of crime fiction.                      

It is indeed tempting to see these novels, much as Stephen Knight has, as a subdivision of the 

broader genre of crime literature. Many of these novels do indeed feature prominent criminal 

characters and foul deeds. However, Eugene Sue extended the parameters of the mysteries 

tradition when he began writing, in 1848, Les Mystères du Peuple. Published after Sue’s 

conversion to socialism and Red Republicanism and his election to the French legislative 

assembly (Beecher 2021: 340), this was a fictionalised grand narrative of history in which the 

fortunes of the descendants of the ancient Gallic Le Brenn are traced throughout history.                   

The descendants find themselves embroiled in all the major rebellions of French history,  

culminating in their participation in the French Revolution of 1830. The first parts of the novel 

were translated into English in 1849 and serialised in Reynolds’s Miscellany beginning on                  

19 January 1850 as Mysteries of the People and there was an undated (c.1850) single volume 

translation published in New York by Garret and Co. The final parts of the novel were 

completed in 1856, after Sue was exiled from France for having opposed Napoleon III’s                   

coup d’etat and published, not as feuilletons, but in ten hardbound volumes by the                     

Libraire du Progrès. Les Mystères du Peuple, then, in both its content and in the manner of      

how it was sold, differed from the ‘standard’ serialised format. This was also the case with the 

Spanish imitation of Les Mystères du Peuple, written by D. Manuel Angelon, titled                             

Los Misterios del Pueblo Español (1858); it was published, not as a serial, but as a                            

three-volume novel. 

It was not only authors who expanded the limits of the mysteries tradition. Sometimes 

publishers did as well, particularly American publishers. When Reynolds’s The Necromancer 

(1851–2) was published in by the Philadelphia-based printer T.B. Peterson the novel was given 

the subtitle of The Necromancer; or, The Mysteries of the Court of Henry the Eighth.                  

Peterson was notorious for capitalising on the mysteries “trademark” (if such it can be called) 

for Reynolds’s novels. Several of Reynolds’s historical novels were re-subtitled as mysteries. 

For example, Reynolds’s Bronze Statue; or, The Virgin’s Kiss (1849–50) became                            

Angela Wildon; or, The Mysteries of Altendorph Castle. The Rye House Plot; or, Ruth,                      

the Conspirator’s Daughter (1853–4) became The Mysteries of the Court of Charles II. 

Reynolds’s Canonbury House; or, The Queen’s Prophecy (1857–8) became Canonbury 

House; or, Mysteries of the Court of Queen Elizabeth (Bleiler 1975: 156). These American 

subtitle changes are significant because they represent a further evolution of the mysteries 
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tradition; with their inclusion, supernatural tales were now part of the tradition where 

previously the mysteries novels of Sue and Reynolds did not feature. When Reynolds was 

exported abroad, furthermore, publishers rarely issued the works in serialised parts                               

but published them in single volumes, which, we recall, was also the case with Sue’s                   

Mystères de Paris. In both format and content, then, the mysteries were changing format when 

exported abroad. 

In Latin America, the mysteries tradition thrived, and the majority of the Latin American 

mysteries were published as single volumes instead of serialisations. Translations of Sue’s 

works were published in several nations. Spanish translations of Les Mystères de Paris                 

(as Los misterios de París) and Le Juif Errant (as El judío errante) appeared in Argentina in the 

folletín section of the weekly Buenos Aires journal El Correo de Ultramar (Paz 2018: 194).                    

A Spanish translation, also with the title of Los misterios de Paris, also appeared in Mexico in 

1845, where it was published in a newspaper titled El Siglo Diez y Nueve (Salaz 2021). 

Elsewhere in Latin America, a year after Sue’s Mystères finished its serialisation in Journal des 

Debats, several translations of it appeared in Brazil with the title Misterios de Paris                         

(Paixão 2017: 43). The quantity of these translations should give scholars of popular literature 

much to think about when discussing the reception of Sue’s novel, as Nelson Schapochnik 

makes clear: 

The Mysteries of Paris appears listed in 22 catalogs from 15 different institutions, including 

association libraries and provincial or municipal public libraries, whose geographic dispersion, 

from Belém to Rio Grande, and the size of their collections provide good parameters to 

understand the editorial success of this novel in a sociocultural formation so heterogeneous and 

distant from that context where the work had originally been forged.1  

(Schapochnik 2010: 612) 

Latin American authors soon adapted Sue’s model for their own ends and the                    

number of mysteries tales published in Latin America, as Hernan Pás has shown, commands 

scholars’ attention. In Venezuela there was Los Misterios de Merida (1845). In Mexico, there 

was Antonio y Anita, o los nuevos Misterios de México (1851). Other works included Los 

Misterios de San Cosme (1851) and Los Misterios de Chan Santa Cruz (1864). In Brazil, there 

were Os Misterios do Brasil (1845), Os Misterios de Río de Janeiro (1854), and Os Misterios 

de Bahía (1860), in addition to Juana Manso’s Misterios del Plata. With the exception of 

Manso’s novel – which is unusual in Latin America because it was serialised – it should be 

noted that these Brazilian novels do not survive, and their existence is attested to only in 

newspaper advertisements which have been investigated by Schapochnik. 

Sue, therefore, began the tradition and other authors took inspiration from him and 

adapted some of the typical mysteries themes further. To describe the mysteries simply as a 

‘genre,’ however, is not sufficient. As will become clear in the discussion Manso’s                        

Misterios del Plata below, one of the most famous Latin American mysteries novels shares 

radical political sentiments but lacks the exposés of underworld and ‘upper world’ criminal 

activity found in Sue and Reynolds’s novels and was written not for a working-class audience. 

Viewing the above mysteries novels as part of a tradition, furthermore, would corroborate 

Richard Maxwell’s inclusion of two Victor Hugo novels: Notre Dame de Paris (1831) – with 

 
1 “Os Mistérios de Paris aparecem arrolados em 22 catálogos de 15 instituições distintas, incluindo aí, 

bibliotecas associativas e bibliotecas públicas provinciais e municipais, cuja dispersão geográfica, desde 

Belém ao Rio Grande, e tamanho do acervo proporcionam bons parâmetros para compreender o sucesso 

editorial deste romance numa formação sóciocultural tão heterogênea e distante daquele contexto onde 

originariamente havia sido forjada a obra.” 
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its ‘Court of Miracles’ containing the wretched part of society – and Les Misérables (1862),                 

as well as Charles Dickens’s Bleak House (1852–3) more comfortably within the mysteries 

tradition (which Maxwell refers to as a genre). In any case, despite Stephen Knight’s argument, 

the mysteries tradition – when considered in its worldwide historical context – did more than 

simply expand the form of the Newgate Calendar. 

Juana Manso’s Misterios del Plata (1852) 

As we have seen, there was just as much “mysterymania” in Latin America as there was in 

Europe when Manso began the weekly publication of her Misterios del Plata in January 1852 

(the author had, however, began writing parts of the novel as early as 1846 when she was in 

the USA) (Manso 1852a: 8). Born in Buenos Aires, Argentina, in 1819, to middle-class parents, 

Manso was given a good education and, importantly for our purposes here, spoke French from 

an early age and was particularly fond of French literature which, luckily for young Manso, 

was available in great quantities in Argentina (Paz 2018: 194; see also Souto 2022 and 2019). 

Yet trouble was coming for the family. After the May Revolution of 1810 and the subsequent 

successful Argentine War of Independence (1810–18), two political factions emerged:                         

the Unitarians and the Federalists. Each faction had a different vision of how the newly 

independent state of Argentina should be organised (Shumway 1991; Gelman and Fradkin 

2010). The Unitarians favoured the foundation of unitary state and the Federalists favoured a 

constitution modelled on that of the United States. However, after the Restorers’ Revolution 

and Juan Manuel de Rosas’s successful coup d’etat, a reign of terror was initiated against all 

who opposed the Rosas regime, and among the many groups proscribed by his regime were the 

Unitarians. Political opponents were arrested and tortured by the Mazorca (a paramilitary 

police force who resorted to castrating or cutting their victims’ tongues out), or summarily 

killed by having their throats cut. Historians estimate that the number of those killed                              

by the Mazorca between 1829 and 1852 amount to approximately 2,000 people                                

(Lynch 1981: 118, 214). Manso’s family took the prudent decision to flee first to Montevideo 

in Uruguay before settling in Rio de Janeiro, while back in Argentina the formerly wealthy 

family’s property was confiscated and they were left penniless. 

Some context on the history of Brazil and its print culture is necessary before examining 

Manso’s Misterios. The Portuguese arrived in what is now Brazil in 1500 but initial colonial 

efforts were centred around the establishment of trading posts and the exploration of natural 

resources like wood (Pau Brasil) (Siqueira 2021 and 2011; Santos 2015). Shortly after,                           

a social structure was imposed on the colony when the crown granted titles to tracts of land to 

various third parties: noblemen and merchants, a process known as the hereditary captaincy 

system (Levine and Crocitti 1999: 13). Indigenous American slaves and, later, Africans, 

worked on plantations. Further interference from the Portuguese Crown followed the discovery 

of gold on the 1690s, with the establishment of the Mining Superintendency and a greater focus 

on exerting a direct administration and retaking the most important captaincies from the hands 

of private parties (Iglesias 1974: 257-73; Andrade 2008; Léo 2021). There were very few 

schools throughout the early modern period and very few books. The history of printing in 

Brazil is highly interesting because of its quite rapid development. The Portuguese crown had 

prohibited printers and publishers from setting up in the business because the crown decided 

that Brazil did not need printing offices. The lack of encouragement given to writers and 

printers was not limited to Brazil but also evident in the heart of the empire. In Lisbon during 

the eighteenth century, for example, the Portuguese Crown patronised a range of cultural 

activities including painting, sculpture, and music but, strangely, writing was not encouraged 
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by the monarchy and secular Portuguese writers of any distinction generally made a name for 

themselves by emigrating to France and England (Paice 2008: 21). This is not to say that there 

no writers in Brazil or that books were completely unavailable there but they were hard to 

obtain. They either had to be shipped directly from Portugal or, if a buyer was close to Rio de 

Janeiro, they might have to visit one of the only two bookshops in the city (McCartney 1973). 

This state of affairs changed in 1808, however, when Dom João VI, in the wake of the 

Napoleonic  invasion  of  Portugal,  fled  to  Brazil  and  the  country  became  the  capital  of  

the United Kingdom of Portugal, Brazil, and the Algarves (see Wilcken 2004). As C.H. Haring 

remarks: “the old mercantile monopolies of Portugal associated with colonialism were swept 

away” and a national bank, naval academy, and college of medicine was established. A 

significant development in the arts occurred in 1816 when a mission of French artists, 

musicians, sculptors, and architects was invited over. A national library with over 60,000 

volumes (brought over from Portugal) was also founded (Haring 1968: 7). 

The arrival of the Portuguese royal court was particularly important for Brazilian print 

culture. As we have seen, printing establishments were quickly founded in Rio de Janeiro as 

almost overnight a new market for literary works, periodicals, and newspapers appeared. 

Another “import” from Europe was the appearance of cheaply-printed chapbooks –                                  

in Portuguese they were originally called folhetos de feira – containing poems which celebrated 

the exploits of famous highwaymen and medieval figures (Young 1994: 10). Broadsides, 

similar to those which were hawked on the streets of London, also made an appearance on the 

streets of Rio de Janeiro under the name of volantes (Curran 2010: 2). As many of the printing 

establishments were hastily set up in Rio to accommodate the needs of royalty and aristocracy, 

the majority of them used antiquated Gutenberg presses until a few of them were able to invest 

in better Stanhope Press a little later in the century (Utsch 2022). Investment in the publishing 

industry continued apace even after Brazil declared its independence from Portugal on                           

7 September 1822 under Dom Pedro I, who was quickly proclaimed as Emperor of Brazil 

(Declaration 1822: 63-5). 

As we have seen, then, the arrival of the Portuguese royal court in Brazil led to 

improvements in  printing and the increased availability of printed works, especially periodicals 

and newspapers. These developments continued apace after Brazilian independence when, 

under the reigns of emperors Dom Pedro I and Dom Pedro II as constitutional monarchs 

presiding over a Constituent Assembly, political parties developed. In tandem with the 

proclamation of the empire was the emergence of various political parties which began to 

reflect not only the interests of the ‘old’ aristocracy but also those of the new professional 

middling sorts. Initially several factions, they had by the 1850s formally organised themselves 

into two distinct parties: Partido Conservador (Conservative Party) and the Partido Liberal 

(Liberal Party) (Needell 2006). The establishment of these parties, as well as the emergence of 

more radical factions across the political spectrum, stimulated the growth of conservative, 

liberal, and radical newspapers and periodicals (Melo 2005; Matos 2008). 

It was in this context of intense political debate, conducted through the medium of the 

newspapers and periodicals, that Manso founded the 8-page Jornal das Senhoras: Modas, 

Litteratura, Bellas-Artes, Theatros e Critica (Montilha 2015). The first issue appeared on 1 

January 1852 and was printed by the Typographia Parisiense, rua Nova do Ouvidor, Rio de 

Janeiro (Manso 1852b: 8). The cause of social improvement and women’s liberation was the 

journal’s aim, and Manso felt that, with its thriving political print culture, Rio de Janeiro was 

the perfect place for such a journal: 
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The society of Rio de Janeiro, mainly, the Court and Capital of the Empire,                               

Metropolis of the South America, had certainly welcomed with satisfaction and sympathy the 

Jornal das Senhoras, written by a lady [Senhora] herself: by an American                                                  

[i.e from the Americas] who, if not possessing talents, at least has the will and desire to 

propagate enlightenment, and to cooperate with all their strength for the social betterment and 

for the moral emancipation of women.2  

  (Manso 1852c: 1) 

This is essentially a note of thanks to the country that gave her family refuge from the Rosas. 

In a later issue of the journal, in fact, there is a hymn dedicated to Emperor Dom Pedro I and 

his wife. The highly admiring tone of the poem can be discerned from its first line:                          

“Gloria a nosso imperador” (“Glory to our emperor”) (“Hymno” 1852: 81). Manso therefore 

had nothing but praise for the seemingly open and progressive attitudes that prevailed in 

Brazilian society in the times of Emperor Dom Pedro II. This was not an unjustified view of 

Brazil in the 1850s. As one historian remarks of this era: “the nation entered upon a career of 

peace and progress that was in sharp contrast to what was happening in most of the rest of the 

continent … It was not a democracy … But the press was free, conscience was free”                        

(Haring 1968: 59). Haring was speaking primarily of Brazil through its laws and constitution, 

although we should remark that those who were most definitely not free in nineteenth-century 

Brazil were the slaves (slavery was an evil that Dom Pedro II had always been opposed to but 

could not abolish himself because he was supposed to be politically neutral). 

Manso’s journal was aimed at the social and cultural improvement primarily of 

bourgeois women which made good marketing sense. From 1839 onwards, a distinct Brazilian 

middle class, literate, and separate from the old aristocracy and whose wealth was based on 

money and not land, emerged (Goméz-Léon 2015). As Manso declared, therefore, she was 

writing “para o circulo do bom-tom” (“for the circle of good taste”) (Manso 1852d: 4).                        

The readers of “good taste” who formed Manso’s primary audience had to have at least                      

some wealth behind them if they wanted to subscribe to O Jornal das Senhoras.                                                      

A three-month subscription for a reader in Rio de Janeiro retailed at 3$000 réis while 

subscribers outside of the city had to pay 4$000 réis. To place those figures in context,                           

in mid-nineteenth century Brazil an illiterate labourer might earn 25$000 per month; a primary 

school teacher could earn over 45$000; a secondary school teacher might earn up to 167$000 

in a month; and the highest monthly salary ever recorded in nineteenth-century Brazil was 

300$000 (Diniz 2021). Manso’s journal was not for the poorest of the poor in Brazilian society, 

then, for the poorer classes would have been unlikely to pay just under a fifth of their monthly 

earnings on a magazine (even if literate paupers earnt the full amount of 25$000 per month, 

those figures elide the fact that a lot of their employment was likely to be seasonal or casual). 

The relative expense of Manso’s journal certainly sets it apart especially from the                           

British popular fiction journals, such as the London Journal and the other periodicals                      

published by Reynolds and Edward Lloyd, which generally retailed for one penny                                            

(McWilliam and Lill 2021). 

 

 

 
2  “A sociedade do Rio de Janeiro principalmente, Corte e Capital do imperio, Metropoli do sul 

d’America, acolhera de certo com satisfacção e sympathia O Jornal das Senhores redigido por uma 

Senhora mesma: por uma americana que, senão possue talentos, pelo menos tem a vontade e o dezejo 

de propagar a illustração, e cooperar com todas as suas forças para o melhoramento social e para e 

emancipação moral de mulher.” 
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In terms of its intended audience, then, Manso’s Jornal differed from the European 

“popular” model. In fact, the idea of difference and independence from Europe comes through 

strongly in Manso’s Misterios. Manso acknowledged her debt to the authors of                                       

Les Mystères de Paris and The Mysteries of London in her preface to the Misterios del Plata 

but insisted that “It was not out of servile imitation of the Mysteries of Paris, and those of 

London, that I called this novel Mysterios del Plata” (Manso 1852e: 6). 3  While                                

Nelson Schapochnik’s scholarship has illuminated how Manso, living in Argentina in her 

youth, would have become acquainted with the Mystères de Paris, what is less clear is how the 

fame of Reynolds’s Mysteries of London made its way to Argentina. A possible explanation 

lies in the fact that, while Argentina was never a part of the British Empire, it might be said 

that it was in some respects an informal economic colony. British merchants and professionals 

had a significant presence in Buenos Aires and facilitated much of Argentina’s trade with 

Europe in the country’s initial post-independence years. British capital retained a significant 

hold over Argentine social and cultural life until many Argentine businesses were nationalised 

by the Peronist regime in the 1940s (Bridger 2013). Manso likewise spent time in the                     

United States, where Reynolds was extremely popular, before settling Brazil. There was 

therefore ample opportunity for Manso to become acquainted with Reynolds’s works. 

Acquainted with them she may have been, yet as Manso’s remark about not following European 

authors servilely illustrates, she makes clear that her own mysteries novel will expand the 

parameters of the tradition. She has indeed traded on the popularity of a European title,              

but Manso intended her novel to contribute to the growth of an “American” literature without 

constantly recycling the forms and styles of European literature.  “It is necessary to resolve 

everything, besides the fact that if the nascent literature of our America always seeks                             

its types in old Europe, we will never have American literature, nor national literature”                               

(Manso 1852e: 7).4 Whether Manso thought of this “American literature” in pan-hemispheric 

terms to include both north and south America, or envisaged it in terms of South America only, 

remains to be seen. Yet from the outset, questions of both literary independence and, at a greater 

level, the idea of national independence will be discussed in her novel. 

That Manso’s Misterios novel differs from those of Reynolds and Sue in Europe 

becomes evident as the narrative progresses. It is a political novel and a tale of refugeeism,                  

the chief purpose of which is to highlight the crimes of the Rosas and unravel the mysteries  of 

“the legacy of colonial rule, dictatorship and fratricidal wars” and elucidate them for Brazilian 

readers (Schmidt 2020: 27). This was the real reason why the novel was called Misterios del 

Plata. As Manso explained in her preface: 

I consider that the atrocities of Rosas, and the sufferings of his victims, will be a mystery for 

future generations, despite everything that has been written against him. More powerful than 

their enemies, his salaried writers counterbalance the cry of those opposed to the tyrant;                    

and other times these same writings, bought by his agents, are annihilated.5  

(Manso 1852e: 6-7) 

 

 
3 “Não foi por servil imitação aos mysterios de Paris, e aos de Londres, que chamei a este romance 

Mysterios del Plata.” 
4  “É necessario resolvermo-nos a tudo, além de que se a nasccute litteratura da nossa America                           

por sempre buscar seus typos na velha Europa, nunca teremos litteratura Americana, nem litteratura 

nacional.” 
5 “Considero que as atrocidades de Rosas, e os soffrimentos de suas victimas, serão um mysterio para 

as gerações vindouras, apezar de tudo quanto contra elle se tem escripto. Mais poderoso que seus 

inimagas, seus escriptores assalariados contrabalanção o brado dos contrarios de tirano; e outras vezes 

esses mesmos escriptos, comprados pelos seus agentes, são aniquilados.” 
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The novel, therefore, lacks the typical underworld plots common in European and North 

American mysteries novels but is instead a tale, inspired by Manso’s own story, of political 

refugees fleeing from the Rosas’ regime. The story tells the tale of Dr Alsina, his wife Antonia, 

and their son Rodolfo. The family are Unitarians and when the Rosas come to power in 

Argentina they flee to Uruguay. The President of Uruguay then betrays the family’s 

whereabouts to the Rosas’ agents and Alsina is imprisoned. Antonia enlists the help of two 

characters named Simão and Miguel, and eventually frees her husband. At its heart, then,                        

the novel asks Brazilian readers: What kind of nation should Argentina be – should it follow 

what Manso sees as the (Unitarian) path of Enlightenment and liberalism or the path of                         

the Rosas? Manso’s own thoughts on the answer to the question are of course evident as                      

the narrative unfolds: the best form of government for South American people is one that is 

completely independent of Europe, with “right-acting government[s]” who “guarantee 

democracy, freedom, and dignity to its people” (Schmidt 2020: 38). The ideal Argentina                    

(and by extension the whole of South America) is one without the likes of the Rosas.                        

Manso therefore stamped her own politics and personal experiences on to the Argentine 

national question (Schmidt 2020: 28). 

Rita Terezinha Schmidt sees Misterios del Plata as a feminist text: a radical narrative 

of female agency. It is Antonia who is the principal protagonist, after all, who conspires with 

people to set her husband free and strike a blow against the Rosas regime. She acts in a public 

capacity and is a citizen but also fulfils the duties of a wife by being loyal to her husband. 

Through her descriptions of Antonia’s character, Manso makes the case for female agency                

and education, a cause which she was passionate about (Schmidt 2020: 38).                                             

Schmidt likewise highlights the connections between real life figures and Manso’s novel.                  

Dr Alsina, for example, is based upon the real life Valentín Alsina (1802–69), a leading 

member of the Argentine Unitarian faction who was persecuted by the Rosas but was also 

instrumental in leading the revolution against the Rosas’ regime (Schmidt 2020: 30; see also 

Nelida 1983). Yet there is a further historical background to the novel that remained unnoticed 

by Schmidt. When Manso began writing Misterios del Plata in January 1852, Brazil –                         

the nation to which she was grateful for giving her sanctuary – was engaged in a war against 

Argentina. The war, which is known as the Platine War (1851–2), was a war fought between 

the Empire of Brazil, Uruguay, Argentine Rebels, Paraguay, and Bolivia against Argentina 

with the aim of securing the political independence of Uruguay which had been under threat 

due to the alliance between the Rosas and General Oribe of Uruguay (see Barroso 2000; 

Scheina 2003). The war was entering its final stages when the first issue of Jornal das Senhoras 

appeared on 1 January 1852. The final major battle of the war, the Battle of Caseros,                     

occurred on 3 February 1852 and resulted in the defeat of forces led by Rosas himself.                       

The Rosas regime fell and he fled to Britain, arriving in London in April. 

Misterios del Plata is a text that is both Brazilian and Argentinian (Muzart 2014). 

Manso was Argentine and she was writing about Argentina in a specific moment of its history, 

yet she was speaking to Portuguese speakers in Brazil. As a result scholars from both countries 

have claimed Manso as one of their own (Lobo 2009). Brazilian critics see the foundation of 

Manso’s novel as a major achievement in women’s literature (Schmidt 2020: 27).                         

Manso’s novel, while radical from an Argentinian viewpoint – in view of the fact that it 

highlights the abuses of the Rosas regime and calls for its abolition – can be viewed as a piece 

of propaganda for the war which Manso’s adopted country was then waging against Rosas’ 

Argentina. The Jornal das Senhoras’s praise for the Empire of Brazil, and the Emperor                    

Dom Pedro II and his wife, has been alluded to above, of course, but it is worth expanding on 

here. Several recent critical commentaries base their analyses of Manso’s text on the two 

critical editions that have appeared in both Argentina and Brazil in the 2000s (Manso 2005). 
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As such, especially with English-language commentaries on it, the novel is decontextualised 

from the other material that appeared in Jornal das Senhoras (see Davies, Brewster and                    

Owen 2006). As news of the Rosas defeat filtered back to Rio de Janeiro, a special issue of the 

Jornal appeared on 14 March which was dedicated to the Empress and Emperor. The first lines 

of the earlier cited “Gloria ao Nosso Imperador” (“Glory to Our Emperor”), for example,                    

are full of praise for the emperor who harvested the “living Rose” (“vivente Rosa”)                    

(“Hymno” 1852: 81). This – with a capitalised “Rosa” – is an obvious reference to Rosas which 

cannot have failed to have had resonance for readers shortly after the conclusion of the                    

Platine War. A number of other poems praising the emperor and empress were written by other 

women and printed in the 14 March issue (Antonia 1852: 3; C.F.L. 1852: 4). Manso’s text, 

then, when it is considered in context with the other material that appeared in the periodical, 

certainly was not servilely imitating the European mysteries but can be read as supportive of 

the Empire of Brazil’s military campaign against the dictator whom Manso detested. 

The final instalment of Misterios del Plata was published on 4 July 1852                             

(Manso 1852f: 8). Manso returned to Buenos Aires shortly after the fall of the Rosas regime. 

In Buenos Aires Manso’s novel was translated into Spanish and published as a single volume 

by the Americana Publishing House. This Spanish version was then serialised in 1867–8                       

in a periodical titled El Inválido Argentino under the new title of Guerras Civiles del Rio                          

de la Plata: Uma Mujer Heroica (“Civil Wars of the Rio de la Plata: A Heroic Woman”).                                     

A second single volume edition was then published after Manso’s death under the title of                     

Los Misterios de la Plata and a second edition, edited by Ricardo Isidro López Muniz, appeared 

in 1924. As Schmidt points out, the Spanish versions were heavily tampered with by later                  

male editors as plots were changed, the character of Antonia was renamed to Adelaida,                      

and Antonia was recast as a double agent. It was the 2005 translation of the original Portuguese 

translation into Spanish that restored Manso’s text to its more radical, Brazilian original 

(Schmidt 2020: 27). 

Conclusion 

Commenting briefly on the Italian-language I Misteri di Milano (1857), Stephen Knight 

remarked that the mysteries novel can sometimes “work powerfully” outside the English and 

French languages (Knight 2011: 184). It is unfortunate that Knight never turned his attention 

to Latin American manifestations. Yet it is not only Knight who neglects non-European and 

non-American mysteries tales for Richard Maxwell has spoken about the “mysterymania” as a 

phenomenon that occurred only in Europe and the United States (see Maxwell 1992).                             

As this article has shown with its overview and case study, however, it was a global 

phenomenon. Mysteries novels were available in great numbers in Latin America.                                 

The Empire of Brazil in particular, with its stable monarchy, dynamic public sphere of political 

debate, thriving print culture, and rising professional and middle classes, proved receptive to 

Manso’s periodical. It was in this context that Manso, having adopted radical politics and 

espousing a fervent feminist outlook, established the Jornal das Senhoras which contained                      

the serialisation of Misterios del Plata. The story itself was a complex narrative and                           

only owed the title to the American and European mysteries novels that preceded it; the Latin 

American manifestation of the mysteries tradition was truly “independent” of Europe in form 

and content, and in that respect Manso fulfilled her aim of contributing to a South American 

literary tradition that was separate from Europe. It can be said with some certainty that, in 1852,                                

Manso expanded the form of the mysteries novel outside of the by then narrow confines of 

simple crime literature to which the mysteries tradition had fallen in the United States with the 
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novels of Lippard and Judson. Ultimately, the reconceptualisation of nineteenth-century 

mysteries tales as a global tradition would allow scholars of Victorian popular literature – 

whose interests are already marginalised when compared to the writings of canonical authors 

– to highlight the worldwide importance of their literary interests. It was not Dickens or Gaskell 

or Hardy who was referenced by Manso in South America but Sue and Reynolds.                          

Whenever scholars research the reception, translation, and adaptation of Sue’s and Reynolds’s 

texts, Manso’s novel illustrates that the world of the nineteenth-century mysteries is                           

bigger than Western Europe and America.  
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